Using two waves of the PINE data, this study examined gender difference in the associations between immigrationrelated factors and cognitive impairment (CI). CI was assessed by the Chinese Mini-Mental State Examination (C-MMSE). CI prevalence was determined by C-MMSE < 18 at baseline; incidence was the percentage of the respondents whose C-MMSE > 18 at baseline but dropped below 18 at Wave 2. We found 7.62% CI prevalence and 5.12% incidence rate. Women were more likely than men to have CI, consisting of 77.06% and 75.20% among persons with CI at two time points. Older Chinese women were generally disadvantaged in cognition and overall health compared with older men. Yet immigration experience does not link to CI for both men and women after controlling the well-established effects of age and education. The study examined the association between cognitive function and Tai Chi practice among older Chinese Americans. Data from the Population Study of Chinese Elderly in Chicago (N=3,157) was analyzed by multivariate logistic regression. Cognitive function was assessed by global cognition, episodic memory, executive function, working memory, and Chinese Mini-Mental State Examination (C-MMSE). The results showed that cognitive function was significantly associated with Tai Chi practice. Participants with higher scores of global cognition (OR = 1.44, 95% CI: 1.20-1.73, p = 0.00), episodic memory (OR =1.27, 95% CI: 1.10-1.47, p = 0.00), executive function (OR = 1.017, 95% CI:1.00-1.03, p = 0.01), working memory (OR = 1.07, 95% CI: 1.02-1.12, p = 0.01), and C-MMSE (OR = 1.06, 95% CI: 1.03-1.09, p = 0.00) were more likely to practice Tai Chi. This study demonstrated that Tai Chi may benefit cognitive function in Chinese older adults. Body composition has been proposed as an important modifiable risk factor of cognitive decline in multiple epidemiological studies. However, the relationship between body mass index (BMI) and cognitive function remains controversial and conflicting in diverse populations. This study aims to investigate the association between BMI and cognitive decline in U.S. Chinese older adults. Classifications of BMI are based on Asian criteria recommended by WHO (underweight: BMI<18.5, normal weight: 18.5≤BMI<23, overweight: 23≤bmi<27.5, obesity: bmi≥27.5). Logistic regression models were conducted. Compared with normalweight participants, underweight participants were more likely to experience decline in episodic memory (OR=1.68, p=0.002) and work memory (OR=1.38, p=0.05). Being overweight and obesity were not associated with cognitive function decline. The findings indicate that underweight could potentially be a risk factor of cognitive function decline among U.S. Chinese older adults. Perspective studies may further investigate the association between weight loss and cognitive decline for the development of prevention strategies. 
The study examined the association between cognitive function and Tai Chi practice among older Chinese Americans. Data from the Population Study of Chinese Elderly in Chicago (N=3,157) was analyzed by multivariate logistic regression. Cognitive function was assessed by global cognition, episodic memory, executive function, working memory, and Chinese Mini-Mental State Examination (C-MMSE). The results showed that cognitive function was significantly associated with Tai Chi practice. Participants with higher scores of global cognition (OR = 1.44, 95% CI: 1.20-1.73, p = 0.00), episodic memory (OR =1.27, 95% CI: 1.10-1.47, p = 0.00), executive function (OR = 1.017, 95% CI:1.00-1.03, p = 0.01), working memory (OR = 1.07, 95% CI: 1.02-1.12, p = 0.01), and C-MMSE (OR = 1.06, 95% CI: 1.03-1.09, p = 0.00) were more likely to practice Tai Chi. This study demonstrated that Tai Chi may benefit cognitive function in Chinese older adults. Body composition has been proposed as an important modifiable risk factor of cognitive decline in multiple epidemiological studies. However, the relationship between body mass index (BMI) and cognitive function remains controversial and conflicting in diverse populations. This study aims to investigate the association between BMI and cognitive decline in U.S. Chinese older adults. Classifications of BMI are based on Asian criteria recommended by WHO (underweight: BMI<18.5, normal weight: 18.5≤BMI<23, overweight: 23≤bmi<27.5, obesity: bmi≥27.5). Logistic regression models were conducted. Compared with normalweight participants, underweight participants were more likely to experience decline in episodic memory (OR=1.68, p=0.002) and work memory (OR=1.38, p=0.05). Being overweight and obesity were not associated with cognitive function decline. The findings indicate that underweight could potentially be a risk factor of cognitive function decline among U.S. Chinese older adults. Perspective studies may further investigate the association between weight loss and cognitive decline for the development of prevention strategies. Aging, 2019, Vol. 3, No. S1 
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